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I hope you are all out and dancing again. I was so thrilled we
had 4 squares at class on last Wednesday night. I think we
are going to try and do some line dancing if we can keep 4
squares coming. It is so much more fun to have all the angels
and all the class there. Carol Higgins will start taking pictures
of the class on June 1. Please try to be there.
Our dances are not doing as good as they should. We are
lucky to get 2 or 3 squares. Our Sunday Afternoon dances
which we expected to be larger dances, have only been having 2 squares. We started Sundays so our members and
members of other clubs who do not drive any more can come
and brush up on their dancing. It is also a great time to socialize. We are now having the classes that are done with SSD
Social Square Dancing) to come to our Sunday and Friday
dances. It is a quicker way for dancers to get to go out dancing. We had 9 dancers from Twirlers at our last Sunday
Dance. They told me this was their first SSD visitation as a
club and they had a lot of fun. It let us have 3 squares. Cowtown Singles class is ready for SSD visitations but are planning to continue through additional calls. Come out and encourage members of our new square dance family.
However you spent your Memorial Day I hope it was with
friends and family.
Betty and Dan

Gene Stauffer
You should have received an updated member
list from me last month. There were a number
of corrections made so please discard any list
earlier then May 2022.
Please let me know if you did not receive the
list or if there are further corrections.
Gene

Nikko's Burgers
9295 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA
Dinner 5:30
Meeting 6:15

Janet Vinokur

Gene Stauffer
Tony Dumos
Lois Bell
Beth Houlihan
Bob Padilla

Jun 14
Jun 16
Jun 26
Jun 29
Jun 30

Hello club!
I hope you all are enjoying the nice weather
before summer hits. Now is the time for any
walks in the daytime. I hope we actually
have some overcast June days ahead. It
seems we are doing pretty well health wise
as a group. I did send out get well soon
wishes to Margie H. and Flo H. though, so
give them a call if you would like to brighten
their day. If you know of anyone you think I
should call or write, please let me know. My
phone number is 951 204 5215. Stay well
and keep on dancing!
Hugs,
Janet

purpledolphinjc@yahoo.com

June 26

$10.00

June 3
Rounds Neil Booth
Adv. Rounds 6:30-7:00,
Rounds 7:00-10:00
Squares 7:30 -10:00
SSD, MS, Plus
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